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Main 
Features

EFFICIENCY GAINS

Advanced functionality and 

automated processes to better 

manage your client portfolio. Gain 

more control over your client’s data, 

reduce the risk of data loss, errors and 

omissions, and free up time to spend 

with your valued clients. 

SIMPLIFIED BILLING

Simplified, accurate and timely 

invoicing. FlexPlus ENTERPRISE 

is carrier agnostic and can 

accommodate benefits with multiple 

carriers with one consolidated 

invoice to the Plan Sponsor.

AUTOMATE WORKFLOWS

Administrators can instantly change 

rates or carriers for multiple benefits 

providing an unmatched experience 

for both Plan Sponsors and their 

members.

ENHANCED PORTFOLIO 
OFFERING

Easily add multiple carriers to 

customize plan designs and provide 

the flexibility needed for your client’s 

to engage their employees.

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION

FlexPlus ENTERPRISE offers the 

flexibility to configure all types of 

plan designs. It is a bilingual, cloud-

based, SaaS solution that allows 

you to onboard clients and easily 

configure more flexible plans.

TOTAL EXPERIENCE FOR   
ALL STAKEHOLDERS

Automate and own the administration 

process and offer Plan Sponsors 

access to a large-market scale benefits 

enrollment experience. Plan Sponsors 

will engage Plan Members with the 

digital experience they expect. 

Explore 
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About FlexPlus 
ENTERPRISE

FlexPlus ENTERPRISE is the 

Modern Scalable Benefits 

Technology for Benefits 

Administration.

It’s a powerful end-to-end billing 

and benefits administration 

platform, designed for small 

and medium sized enterprises, 

to streamline and automate 

business processes. Loaded with 

advanced features and enterprise-

scale functionalities, FlexPlus 

ENTERPRISE is the Smart Benefits 

Administration Solution for small 

& medium enterprises. 

What can FlexPlus 
ENTERPRISE do for your 
Business?

FlexPlus ENTERPRISE is a game 

changer in this space. It delivers 

an automated administration 

experience to manage and retain 

clients. A white labelled Third-

Party Administrator environment 

that enables a strong brand and 

provides a total solution for many 

pain points to include managing 

eligibility, digital enrollment, and 

automated workflows. 
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